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Abstract: To provide a realistic environment for remote sensing applications, point clouds are used to
realize a three-dimensional (3D) digital world for the user. Motion recognition of objects, e.g., humans,
is required to provide realistic experiences in the 3D digital world. To recognize a user’s motions,
3D landmarks are provided by analyzing a 3D point cloud collected through a light detection and
ranging (LiDAR) system or a red green blue (RGB) image collected visually. However, manual
supervision is required to extract 3D landmarks as to whether they originate from the RGB image or
the 3D point cloud. Thus, there is a need for a method for extracting 3D landmarks without manual
supervision. Herein, an RGB image and a 3D point cloud are used to extract 3D landmarks. The 3D
point cloud is utilized as the relative distance between a LiDAR and a user. Because it cannot contain
all information the user’s entire body due to disparities, it cannot generate a dense depth image that
provides the boundary of user’s body. Therefore, up-sampling is performed to increase the density
of the depth image generated based on the 3D point cloud; the density depends on the 3D point
cloud. This paper proposes a system for extracting 3D landmarks using 3D point clouds and RGB
images without manual supervision. A depth image provides the boundary of a user’s motion and
is generated by using 3D point cloud and RGB image collected by a LiDAR and an RGB camera,
respectively. To extract 3D landmarks automatically, an encoder–decoder model is trained with the
generated depth images, and the RGB images and 3D landmarks are extracted from these images with
the trained encoder model. The method of extracting 3D landmarks using RGB depth (RGBD) images
was verified experimentally, and 3D landmarks were extracted to evaluate the user’s motions with
RGBD images. In this manner, landmarks could be extracted according to the user’s motions, rather
than by extracting them using the RGB images. The depth images generated by the proposed method
were 1.832 times denser than the up-sampling-based depth images generated with bilateral filtering.

Keywords: feature extraction; deep learning; 3D landmark; 3D point cloud; motion analysis; user
interface; extended reality

1. Introduction

Three-dimensional (3D) digital environments are provided to take advantage of various platforms
such as remotely controlled unmanned aerial vehicles and autonomous vehicles [1–6]. To generate a
3D digital world with realistic models of urban and natural environments, light detection and ranging
(LiDAR) or vision-based point clouds are used to recognize motions of objects such as users in the
real environment. To recognize the user’s motion with the point cloud, it is necessary to extract 3D
landmarks of the user’s point cloud.

To recognize a user’s motions, nearby 3D landmarks are extracted by analyzing a red green blue
(RGB) image or a 3D point cloud using deep learning [7–10]. Labeled 3D landmarks must be labeled
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for RGB images or 3D point clouds to train the deep learning network. Thus, a method for extracting
3D landmarks without the labels would be very useful.

Captured RGB images are analyzed with an encoder–decoder model to recognize a user’s motions,
and two-dimensional (2D) landmarks of the user’s motions are automatically extracted [11–14].
The boundary of the user’s motions is handled as the user’s motions representing the user’s body in
three dimensions. If there is a change in the boundary of the user’s motions but there is no difference
in the RGB images, it is difficult to compare the user’s motions based on the 2D landmarks from the
RGB images. For example, there is no difference in 2D landmarks between a user’s motion with similar
RGB images, such as a user’s motion with a hand moving forward than the user’s body, and a user’s
motion with a hand moving behind the user’s body. Because the boundary of the user’s motion is not
considered, 3D landmarks cannot be extracted. Therefore, there is a need for a method for extracting
3D landmarks by considering the boundary of the user’s motions.

The boundary of the user motion cannot be measured with RGB images, which can be addressed
by using both the RGB image and a 3D point cloud measured by a LiDAR [15–18]. Depending on the
number of laser sensors attached to the LiDAR and different distances between the LiDAR and the
user, the number of data points in a 3D point cloud is variety. When generating any depth image via
up-sampling [16], there will be differences in the level of the detail of the depth image depending
on the number of measured points in a 3D point cloud. There is a need for a method for generating
reliable depth images without variations resulting from the number of points of a 3D point cloud.

This paper proposes a system that automatically extracts 3D landmarks without manual
supervision. It uses RGB images and 3D point clouds collected with a vision system and a LiDAR,
respectively, to recognize a user’s motions and does not depend on the number of points in the 3D
point cloud. The depth image provides the boundary of the user’s motion. By utilizing the difference
between the background RGB image and the RGB image that captures a user’s motion, the depth
image of the user’s motion is generated by correcting the disparities in the 3D point cloud. Based on
these depth images, 3D landmarks of the user’s motions are automatically extracted with an improved
encoder–decoder model; the 3D landmarks are generated by the trained encoder.

The contributions of the proposed system are as follows:

• In existing deep learning research, manual supervision is needed to extract 3D landmarks. By using
3D point clouds and an RGB-based encoder–decoder model, 3D landmarks can be extracted
automatically without manual supervision. These 3D landmarks can be utilized for modeling
user’s motions without manual supervision.

• When observing the user’s motion through 2D landmarks, it is difficult to show the motion
difference in forward and backward motions; 3D landmarks can express various user’s motions.
They can evaluate the user’s motion by further reflecting the user’s body.

• The up-sampling method using bilateral filtering produces a depth image dependent on the
number of points in a 3D point cloud of a user’s motion. However, the proposed method reduces
the dependency on the number of points of a 3D point cloud. Hence, the depth image better
represents the boundary of the user’s motion. The depth image can be generated by removing the
disparities of a 3D point cloud.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes a method for extracting
landmarks and generating a depth image. Section 3 introduces a system for generating automatic 3D
landmarks using an encoder–decoder model with depth images and RGB images. Section 4 describes
the validation of the proposed method using 3D point clouds and RGB images collected from the
user’s motions. Finally, Section 5 provides conclusions.
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2. Related Works

This section introduces methods for extracting landmarks using supervised learning and
unsupervised learning. Up-sampling methods for generating depth images by correcting disparities
between 3D point clouds are also explained.

2.1. Landmark Extraction Using Supervised Learning

The deep learning model analyzes RGB images and provides 3D poses of the user’s motions [10,11].
A 2D pose is calculated by a pre-trained deep learning model using the RGB image. 3D poses are
obtained by converting 2D poses to 3D one through epipolar geometry [10]. The 2D pose is converted
into a 3D pose by a trained deep learning model [11]. A study evaluated whether the 3D poses of the
user’s motions obtained by the deep learning model are actually representative of the user’s motions,
and thus, confirmed that useful 3D poses are provided [19]. An encoder model is trained to extract
pose, boundary, and camera parameters of an RGB image. By using the extracted parameters, a 3D
pose including the user’s appearance is generated. The actual user’s 3D poses and the generated user’s
pose are compared by a discriminator to determine whether the actual user can express it. However, to
train a deep learning model that extracts 3D poses, a dataset that provides 3D poses for RGB images is
required. If only RGB images are used, the 3D pose for the boundary of the user’s motion cannot be
predicted reliably.

To consider the boundary of the user’s motions by analyzing 3D point clouds [20,21], a collection
of them is used to infer 3D landmarks with a deep learning model. The 3D landmarks are provided
by inputting the 3D point cloud into the trained deep learning model, and, to reduce the noise, it is
possible to train the 3D point clouds by preprocessing them and generating voxels. However, if no part
of the 3D point clouds depicts the user’s motions, it is impossible to infer and identify 3D landmarks.

A dataset that provides 3D landmarks by analyzing in advance RGB images or 3D point clouds is
required. To collect datasets that provide 3D landmarks of a user’s motions, manual supervision and a
motion capture device are needed.

2.2. Landmark Extraction Using Unsupervised Learning

There are methods that use two RGB images for automatically extracting 2D landmarks without
manual supervision [13,14]. 2D landmarks are obtained by extracting the features of the RGB image
using an encoder–decoder model. The encoder extracts the features of an RGB image, and the decoder
generates another reconstructed RGB image using the features extracted from the encoder model; thus,
2D landmarks are obtained using the features extracted from the encoder model. The trained decoder
model can provide RGB images suitable for the user’s motion based on the features extracted from
the encoder. However, if only RGB images are used, the boundary of the user’s motion cannot be
considered, and 3D landmarks are not provided.

There is a method providing 3D landmarks from the analysis of 3D models [22]. The method
involves changing the camera perspective based on the 3D models, thereby providing a depth image
of the 3D models. By sampling the depth image, 3D landmarks are specified for the appropriate
portions of the 3D model. In a real environment, however, 3D models cannot be provided, and 3D
landmarks are assigned even though the 3D models are not completely constructed. The 3D landmarks
are extracted using the 3D model for an RGB image [23]. However, a 3D model of the RGB image must
be provided in advance.

There is a need for a method for measuring the boundary of a user’s motions in real-time
and providing 3D landmarks without manual supervision. The method must take into account the
boundary of the user’s motions without 3D models of the RGB images.
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2.3. Depth Image Generation Using Up-Sampling

To solve the problem of disparities in the 3D point cloud, some methods consider the external
features of objects by generating depth images [15–17]; here, up-sampling is performed using bilateral
filtering to generate depth images. By using bilateral filtering, the depth value, which is not measured,
is predicted using the surrounding pixel information. However, if the point density of the 3D point
cloud collected during the up-sampling process is limited, the collected 3D point cloud may exhibit
areas in which data are not available. In addition, the performance of the up-sampling may vary
depending on the number of points in the 3D point cloud collected. When up-sampling is performed,
detail may be lost, and some features may not be represented. Thus, there is a need for a up-sampling
method that is not sensitive to the number of 3D point clouds collected.

3. Encoder–Decoder-Based 3D Landmark Automatic Extraction System using 3D Point Clouds
and RGB Images

This section describes a system for automatically extracting 3D landmarks of user’s motions based
on 3D point clouds and RGB images. A boundary is used to represent the user’s appearance, such as
the user’s clothing, hands, and head. A depth image provides the boundary of the user’s motion, and
the depth image is generated from the collected 3D point cloud and the difference image generated
from the background image and collected RGB image. An RGB depth (RGBD) image is generated to
extract 3D landmarks from the generated depth image and the collected RGB image. An improved
encoder–decoder model is trained for extracting 3D landmarks using the generated user’s RGBD
images. 3D landmarks for user motions are extracted based on the trained encoder model and using
the RGBD images.

3.1. Overview

The process of extracting 3D landmarks for user motions using 3D point clouds and RGB images
from a LiDAR and an RGB camera is shown in Figure 1. In RGBD Image Generation phase, an RGBD
image, including the user’s image and the user’s boundary, is generated. To generate the RGBD image,
a depth image is generated representing the user’s boundary; this is based on a 3D point cloud collected
with the LiDAR and utilizes the user’s RGB image collected with the RGB camera. When generating
the depth image by up-sampling the 3D point cloud, some disparities are rectified; however, there is a
limit in the improvements with the LiDAR measurement method. The depth image is generated using
an RGB image to correct the disparities of the 3D point cloud.

In the Encoder–Decoder Model Training for 3D Landmark Extraction phase, an improved
encoder–decoder model is trained using the generated RGBD images. In the previous encoder–decoder
model [14], 2D landmarks were extracted using RGB images; here, the model is improved to extract 3D
landmarks by inputting RGBD images.

In Trained Encoder Model based 3D Landmark Extraction phase, 3D landmarks of the RGBD
image generated using the trained encoder are extracted. The depth value of the RGBD image is used
to extract the 3D landmarks by using the coordinates of landmarks in the RGBD image based on the
trained encoder. The 3D landmarks are provided for recognizing a user’s motions.
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Figure 1. Process of extracting 3D landmarks using a 3D point cloud and an RGB image.

3.2. RGBD Image Generation Phase

In RGBD Image Generation phase, a method for generating an RGBD image using a 3D point
cloud and an RGB image is described in Figure 2. In User Area Setting step, the space in which the
user exists in the 3D point cloud is set. The RGB camera and LiDAR are fixed and placed in front of the
user to shoot the user as shown in Figure 3. The 3D point cloud is collected as the distance to the object
is measured the LiDAR by using laser irradiation and reflection. The 3D point cloud in the 3D space
where the user is located is collected. The area of the 3D space in which the user is located is defined
with variables xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax, zmin, and zmax. In the 3D point cloud, xmin, xmax represents the size
of x; ymin, ymax represents the size of y; and zmin, zmax represents the size of z. (xmin, xmax) and (ymin,
ymax) are the same as the area of a 2D image captured with the RGB camera. The background image of
the environment in which the user is located is defined as Background Image Ib, and this is recorded to
extract the image of the user.
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In User Motion Collection step, a 3D point cloud and an RGB image are collected. Based on the
LiDAR, a user’s 3D point cloud is defined with Points Pt composed of Pt = [Pt,1, Pt,2, . . .]. One point
in the 3D point cloud is defined as Point Pt,1, and Pt,1 is recorded with LiDAR as a 3D position and
has the components Pt,1 =

[
pt,1,x, pt,1,y, pt,1,z

]
. In the 3D point cloud collected from the LiDAR, a 3D

point cloud in the 3D space defined with xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax, zmin, and zmax is stored as the set of
Pt. The RGB image is defined and stored as Image It and collected by photographing the user with
the RGB camera. In this paper, the 3D point cloud and RGB image were collected after appropriate
calibration [24]. Because the positions of the LiDAR and RGB camera are different, the collected 3D
point clouds and RGB images are modified so that measurements at the same position are obtained.
In addition, because the collection time for each sensor is different, it was synchronized.

In Depth Image Generation step, a depth image is generated from the 3D point cloud and the
difference generated from the RGB image as shown in Algorithm 1. The depth image representing the
boundary of the user’s motion is defined as Depth Image Dt, and, because of the noise in a 3D point
cloud, the size of the voxel is defined as Voxel Size θ to express it as one value. The 3D point clouds in
a voxel are set identically, and it is defined as Voxel Vt. Vt is set based on the 3D space parameters xmin,
xmax, ymin, ymax, zmin, zmax, and θ and Vt are described as shown in Equation (1). All values in Vt are set
to zero. Pt is found in Vt, and the value of Vt with the Pt increases by 1.[

vt,1,1,1, . . . , v
t,
| xmax−xmin |

θ +1,
|ymax−ymin |

θ +1,
|zmax−zmin |

θ +1

]
(1)

Dt is calculated using Vt. As shown in Equation (2), Dt,x,y is set by grouping the values of z
where each group has the same value of x and the same value of y, and normalizing the average of the
grouped values of z from the maximum zmax and the minimum zmin.

Dt,x,y =
Average

(
vt,x,y

)
− zmin

zmax − zmin
× 255 (2)

The depth image generated through the 3D point cloud represents user motion; however, there are
parts with disparities leading to loss of depth value. A difference image resulting from a comparison of
the gray value of Ib and the gray value of It is used to find the area where the user is located, as shown
in Equation (3). The image is of the same background and depends on the user’s location or external
appearance, but there may be differences in the gray values. The image resulting from the difference
between the image and the background is defined and stored as Difference Depth Image DV

t . When
calculating DV

t , a parameter for considering the noise of the image is defined as the Exception Noise
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ρv. The gray values Ib and It are set to 255 if the difference is greater than ρv, and 0 if the difference
is smaller.

DV
t =


i f (ChangeToGray(Ib) −ChangeToGray(It ) > ρv)

255
else

0

(3)

where ChangeToGray produces gray values by averaging red, green, and blue values. All pixel values
included in the image are compared.

Any pixel in Dt with value 0 and any pixel in DV
t for which value was set to 255 are considered to

be unknown-depth pixels d′t,x,y. Consideration Count N is the number of peripheral depth values
needed to determine the depth of the unknown-depth pixel, and the closest N depth values in Dt

are used to determine the depth value of the unknown-depth pixel d′t,x,y. This process considers the
distance between the pixels, as shown in Equation (4). Exception Distance ρd is defined to avoid
considering the depth when the distance between pixels is too great; if the difference between is greater
than ρd, the known pixel depth is not used to assign the unknown-depth. ρd is set by the user’s
settings. Dt is added with the value of the unknown-depth Image D′t.

d′t,x,y =
N∑

n=1

(
TotalDistance−NthDistance

TotalDistance
× dt,x′,y′

)
(4)

where TotalDistance is the sum of the distance differences for N nearby pixels, NthDistance is the
distance difference from the nth closest pixel, and x′ and y′ are the coordinates of the nth closest pixel.

In RGBD Image Generation step, the RGBD image is generated by using an RGB image and
a depth image measured from the user’s motion. An RGBD image is defined as Fusion Image Ct

and consists of Dt and It , an initial setting for inputting the RGBD image to an encoder–decoder. Ct

combines the collected It and generated Dt provided for analyzing the user’s motion.

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for depth image generation

FUNCTION GenerateDepthImage with Pt, It, Ib
BEGIN

SET Vt←CALL InitializeVoxel
SET Vt←CALL AddPointsInVoxel(Pt)
SET Dt←CALL InitializeDepthImage
FOR y←0 to height of Dt

FOR x←0 to width of Dt

SET Dt,x,y =
⌈

Average(vt,x,y)−zmin

zmax−zmin
× 255

⌉
END

END
SET I′t←CALL ChangeToGray(It)
SET I′b←CALL ChangeToGray(Ib)
SET DV

t ←CALL InitializeDifferenceImage
FOR y←0 to height of I′t

FOR x←0 to width of I′t
IF i′t,x,y-i′b,x,y>ρv THEN

SET dV
t,x,y←255

ELSE
SET dV

t,x,y←0

END
END

END
SET D′t←CALL InitializeDepthImage
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FOR y←0 to height of D′t
FOR x←0 to width of D′t

IF dt,x,y is Equal 0 and dV
t,x,y is Equal 255 THEN

SET DepthValueList←CALL FindKnownDepthPixel
SET TotalDistance←CALL CalculateTotalDistance(DepthValueList)
FOR n←0 to N

SET NthDistance←CALL CalculateNthDistance(dt,x′,y′ )
SET d′t,x′,y′←ADD TotalDistance−NthDistance

TotalDistance × dt,x′,y′

END
END

END
SET Dt←CALL AdddDepthImage(Dt, D′t)
RETURN Dt

END

3.3. Encoder–Decoder Model Training for 3D Landmark Extraction Phase

A process for training an encoder–decoder to extract 3D landmarks for a generated RGBD image is
shown in Figure 4. An earlier encoder–decoder model [14] has been improved to extract 3D landmarks
using an RGBD image. In Initial Setting for Training step, an initial setting is established for inputting
an RGBD image into the encoder–decoder model. The number of landmarks is defined as κ, which is
the number of locations that have features for analyzing user motions. The size of the RGBD image for
inputting into the encoder–decoder model is defined as size

[
εx, εy

]
, which is set to the input size of

the encoder–decoder model.Remote Sens. 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 20 
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In RGBD Image Conversion step, the RGBD image is resized for use with the encoder–decoder
model. Ct size is converted to the size

[
εx, εy

]
of the image used by the encoder–decoder model,

and the resized Ct is input into the encoder of the encoder–decoder model.
In the Encoder-Based Color and Boundary and Landmark Extraction step, the features of landmark,

color, and boundary are extracted from the RGBD image, as shown in Figure 5. The Color and Boundary
Encoder extracts the color and boundary of the input RGBD image as shown in Equation (5), where ΦC
is the Color and Boundary Encoder, and fC is a feature of the color and boundary of the user motion to
be extracted. ΦC is an encoding model for extracting the feature of color and boundary using Ct. Ct is
compressed through ΦC.

fC = ΦC(Ct) (5)
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The Landmark Encoder extracts landmarks using the RGBD image, as shown in Equation (6). ΦL

is Landmark Encoder. ΦL is an encoding model for extracting landmarks using Cγ. ΦC is expressed as
one feature, but ΦL extracts κ features. A heatmap contains the influence of a landmark. κ heatmaps are
generated through ΦL. The heatmap is a gray image of the same size as the RGBD image. A landmark
is determined as the maximum value among the pixels of the heatmap. fL is a feature of landmarks set
for reconstruction, and fL,κ includes the κth feature of a landmark.

fL = FindMaximumInHeatmap
(
ΦL

(
Cγ

))
(6)

In Decoder-Based RGBD Image Reconstruction step, the RGBD image is reconstructed to feature
the color, boundary, and features of the landmarks using the Reconstruct RGBD Image Decoder. A
reconstructed RGBD image is represented as the Reconstructed Image C′γ. The Reconstruct RGBD
Image Decoder reconstructs C′γ based on the color and boundary of an Ct that will generate user
motion for Cγ and provides the landmarks, as shown in Equation (7). Ψ is composed of a decoder
model. It trains to reconstruct C′γ using the inputted features.

C′γ = Ψ( fC, fL) (7)

In the encoder–decoder optimization step, the Color and Boundary Encoder, Landmark Encoder,
and Reconstruct RGBD Image Decoder are optimized by comparing the reconstructed RGBD image
with the original RGBD image. The encoder–decoder is trained to minimize the difference between
the two RGBD images

(
Cγ, C′γ

)
. If the learning rate is greater than the set learning rate or the

training progress is completed, the Color and Boundary Encoder model, Landmark Encoder model,
and Reconstruct RGBD Image Decoder model are stored. If not, the process loops back to the Color
and Boundary and Landmark Extraction processes.

3.4. Trained Encoder Model-Based 3D Landmark Extraction Phase

The process of automatically generating 3D landmarks using the trained Landmark Encoder
model and an RGBD image is described in Figure 6. In the Encoder-Based Landmark Extraction step,
the landmarks for RGBD images are extracted using the trained Landmark Encoder model. Equation
(6) is used to extract the calculated feature of landmarks fL for the pixels with the maximum values in
the κ heatmaps.
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In 3D Landmarks Conversion step, 3D landmarks are converted using a feature of the landmarks
extracted by the Landmark Encoder model. The depth value for the image is used in the RGBD image
to convert the value of z for the added 3D landmarks using a feature of landmarks fL. A κth 3D
landmark is defined as the 3D Landmark PL

t, κ and uses the same coordinate system as in the 3D point
cloud. As in Equation (8), the feature of landmarks fL is configured as a 3D landmark.

PL
t, κ =

 |xmax − xmin| × fL,κ,x

εx
,

∣∣∣ymax − ymin
∣∣∣× fL,κ,y

εy
,
|zmax − zmin| ×Dt,x,y

255

 (8)

where x, y is a location in the image with the maximum value of the pixel at fL,κ.

4. Experiments

In this section, 3D point clouds collected by a LiDAR and the RGB camera images are evaluated
for extracting 3D landmarks without manual supervision. The LiDAR and the RGB camera were used
to collect the user’s motions, and the RGBD image was generated by using the collected 3D point cloud
and RGB image. An encoder–decoder model used to extract 3D landmarks using RGBD images is
introduced here and the training results are explained. The results obtained in extracting 3D landmarks
with the trained encoder are also presented.

4.1. Experimental Environment and 3D Point Cloud and RGB Image Acquisition Results

To measure the user’s motion, a LiDAR was used to collect 3D point clouds using an HDL-32E
sensor, and RGB images were collected with the RGB camera of a Galaxy S9 plus. The LiDAR and the
RGB camera photographed the user’s motion at the height of 1.5 meters; the user’s entire body was
photographed as long as a separation distance of at least 6 m was maintained, and the distance between
the user and the LiDAR and RGB camera was measured to be approximately 7 m in this experiment.
The 3D point cloud measured by the LiDAR has a problem in that the LiDAR cannot measure all the
user’s motions. The collected 3D point cloud provides only the body parts of the user close to LiDAR.

The user’s motion was collected during the process of the Korean National Gymnastics event.
The 3D point cloud and RGB image are shown in Figure 7, and the user’s motion was measured by the
LiDAR’s 13 laser sensors. The distance between the points in the user’s motion measured by different
laser sensors is approximately 10 cm. During the National Gymnastics event, a user’s motion within 1
meter of the starting position was performed. A total of 1150 training 3D point clouds and images
were collected while the user participated in the Korean National Gymnastics event.
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Figure 7. 3D point cloud and an RGB image measured using a LiDAR and an RGB camera.

4.2. RGBD Image Generation Phase Results

Figure 8 shows the depth images projected on the x-y plane based on the value accumulated in a
voxel in a 3D point cloud in the user’s space. The depth image was white when the body was close to
the LiDAR, and black when the body was far. The 3D point clouds could estimate the boundary of the
user’s motions. In most users’ motions, about 13 laser sensors of LiDAR measured the user’s motion
as shown in Figure 8a–e. In Figure 8e, only one laser sensor of LiDAR was used. When the user’s body
has the smallest motion as shown in Figure 8f, about 5 laser sensors of LiDAR were used. When the
user’s body has the largest motion as shown in Figure 8g, about 16 laser sensors of LiDAR were used.
As shown in Figure 8h, 10 laser sensors of LiDAR were used to collect 3D point cloud. The number of
laser sensors of LiDAR used depends on the user’s motions.
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Figure 8. Depth images generated based on voxel.

To calculate the different images, a background image of the environment in which the user would
be present was collected in advance. The differences between the background image and the RGB
images are shown in Figure 9. As shown in Figure 9e, the image of the user’s body was not extracted
where the color of the user’s clothes was similar to the background image. The color of the right arm
of the user had a background color similar to that of the user’s clothes; therefore, the difference image
was not properly extracted. A change in lighting similar to the shadow generated by the user’s body,
as shown in Figure 9f, caused a difference even in the absence of a user. In the proposed method, depth
image was a dependence on the result of the difference image. There is a need for an improved method
for stably extracting difference images.
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Figure 9. Difference images generated by the difference between the background image and the
collected RGB images.

The improved depth images using the difference images are shown in Figure 10. To calculate
the depth value of a pixel in the difference image, the nearest 4 pixel values for the depth image
generated by a 3D point cloud were used. When the distance between the nearest 4 pixels from the
difference pixel was 7 or more, the other pixels’ depths were not reflected. Owing to the difference in
lighting, it was possible to remove the pixel as the difference if it was located outside the user’s location.
As shown in Figure 10e, the part where the difference image was not extracted could not be corrected.
Correction was possible only when four or more pixels had depth values in all directions of the pixel to
be corrected. When too few 3D point clouds were provided, correction could not be performed.Remote Sens. 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 20 
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The depth image generated by up-sampling based on bilateral filtering [16] is shown in Figure 11.
To up-sample the 3D point cloud-based depth image, the bilateral filter’s diameter was set to 7.
Up-sampling with bilateral filtering could not distinguish the user’s body because of the spacing
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between the unmeasured parts. When comparing the voxel-based depth image of Figure 8 with the
depth image of Figure 11, the actual measured depth value became dark because of the depth value of
the unmeasured parts. In the proposed method, a depth value from a pixel with a difference image
and surrounding pixels has the advantage of being able to provide a depth value similar to that of the
surrounding pixels.
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Figure 11. Depth images generated by up-sampling 3D point clouds-based depth images
bilateral filtering.

The numbers of additional pixels characterized in the proposed method and the bilateral filtering
method are compared in Figure 12. The 3D point cloud-based depth image provided an average of
3342.6771 pixels, and the proposed depth image provided an average of 7687.2071 pixels. In the depth
image generated with bilateral filtering, an average of 5713.6205 pixels were provided. The depth
images from the proposed method provided 4,991,865 more pixels than were present in the 3D point
cloud-based depth images, and bilateral filtering provided 2,724,214 more pixels than were present in
the 3D point cloud-based depth images. In the proposed method, there were many pixels with a depth
value, which implies that the detailed user’s body was expressed.
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4.3. Encoder–Decoder Model Training for 3D Landmark Extraction Phase Results

The results of training the encoder–decoder model using RGBD and RGB images are summarized
in Table 1. κwas set to 6 to account for two arms, two legs, body, and head. When κ is 6, 3D landmarks
are set on the legs and body as shown in Figure 13. Considering that the 3D poses were set to 16
based on the skeleton, the losses observed before κ was 16 were compared as shown in Figure 14.
The smaller the value of κ, the lower the loss between 3D landmarks. When κwas 10, 3D landmarks
were provided at the user’s head in many motions, as shown in Figure 15. Because 3D landmarks are
provided at the head of the user’s motions when κwas 10, the system was trained by setting κ to 10
when extracting landmarks from RGB images [14]. The alignment loss was the smallest when training
to extract landmarks from RGB images; this is because landmarks are set in the background rather
than in the user’s motions, as shown in Figure 16. When using RGBD images, because the background
is removed owing to the depth value, training was performed so that landmarks were extracted by
focusing on the user’s motion rather than using the RGB image. However, the loss is measured to be
relatively high because the RGBD image has one more dimension than the RGB image.

Table 1. Loss calculated using the encoder–decoder model.

RGBD Image RGB Image

6 8 10 12 14 16 10

Align loss 26.9212 34.5343 34.0486 44.0922 46.0914 64.3239 18.3621
Decay loss 0.5425 0.5493 0.5576 0.5671 0.5685 0.5761 0.5493

Diversity loss 0.0283 0.0927 0.1050 0.2134 0.2625 0.4270 0.0973
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4.4. Trained Encoder Model-based 3D Landmark Extraction Phase Results

The extraction result of 3D landmarks of a user’s motion was analyzed according to the number
of κ’s. As the number of κ increased, 3D landmarks were added around the user’s upper and lower
body. 3D landmarks were set in the non-user’s body as a certain number was exceeded. When κ was
6, 3D landmarks were set up on one right leg, two on the left leg, one near each arm, and one in the
center of the upper body as shown in Figure 13. When κ was 8, one 3D landmark is set next to the left
arm instead of the user’s body as shown in Figure A1. Upper body-oriented 3D landmarks were set
when κ was 6. When κ was 10, 12, 14, and 16, 3D landmarks were set evenly between the upper body
and the lower body as shown in Figures 13, 15, A2 and A3. The 3D landmarks set in the non-body part
were set to 2 when κ was 10, 3 when κ was 12, and 5 when κ was 14 and 16 as listed in Table 2. 3D
landmarks could not be set properly when the size of the body changes, such as when the body is
folded when a user sits.

Table 2. Location of landmark extraction.

RGBD Image RGB Image

6 8 10 12 14 16 10

Number of landmarks in body part 6 8 8 9 9 11 3
Number of landmarks in non-body part - - 2 3 5 5 7

Although arm movement was important in the user’s motions, 3D landmarks were sometimes not
generated on the arm because the arm was not always shot in the RGBD images or RGB images. When
automatically extracting the 3D landmarks, the movement of the body was determined to be important,
and 3D landmarks around the body were provided as shown in Figure 15. It was possible to confirm
that 3D landmarks moved according to the movement of the body. When extracting landmarks with
RGB images [14], there is a problem as landmarks are photographed with respect to the surrounding
environment instead of with respect to the user’s body as shown in Figure 16. However, the proposed
method had the advantage of being photographed around the user’s body, and 3D landmarks could be
provided using depth image values for the generated landmarks.

For the proposed method, when κ was 10, approximately three 3D landmarks were set in
the non-body part as shown in Table 2. However, when setting landmarks using RGB images,
approximately seven landmarks were set up outside the user’s body. The position of the 3D landmarks
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was changed according to the motion of the user’s upper body or lower body as shown in Figures 15
and A4. In addition, it was confirmed that 3D landmarks set at a location other than the user’s body
change according to the user’s motion. However, when using RGB images, the landmarks of the user’s
body were changed according to the user’s motions, but the landmarks were not changed. For the
proposed method, it seems that the landmarks were not set in the background, unlike the landmarks
extracted with the RGB image, because the landmarks were changed according to the user’s motion.
If the size of the user’s body was different, the reason why the landmarks were not properly set was
judged by the fact that the 3D point cloud cannot measure the entire body of the user. There is a need
for a method to estimate the user’s entire body through a 3D point cloud.

5. Conclusions

A method for automatically extracting 3D landmarks is proposed for evaluating a user’s motions.
To consider the boundary of the user’s motions, the motions were collected using 3D point clouds
and RGB images. A method for generating a depth image that corrects the disparities of a 3D point
cloud has been described. By using the difference image, the user’s position was located to calculate
the unmeasured depth values. An improved encoder–decoder model was proposed for analyzing
3D landmarks using RGBD images. It was ultimately shown that 3D landmarks can be obtained
for comparing user motions. In order to evaluate the user’s motions, it was possible to extract 3D
landmarks with focus on the user’s motions. In order to provide the boundary of the user’s motions, the
density of the depth image generated by the 3D point cloud based on LiDAR has been improved. It can
be used to extract features for evaluating the user’s motions by utilizing the proposed method. When
it is necessary to follow the user’s motions, such as dancing and games, it can be used in the process of
comparing the user’s motions. It can also be used to evaluate objects in motion, such as humans.

Depth images were generated with the average depth pixel densities 1.3 times greater than those
obtained with bilateral filtering, and 2.29 times higher than those of existing 3D point cloud-based depth
images. The higher the pixel density in the depth image, the more accurately the depth image expresses
the user’s body. The generated depth image had been a problem that a performance difference occurs
depending on a difference image from background image and collected RGB image. When using
RGBD images, it was confirmed that landmarks evaluating the user’s motions could be provided more
effectively than with RGB images. In the proposed method, 80% of the set 3D landmarks were set in
the user’s body; however, when setting the landmarks using RGB images, 30% of the landmarks were
set in the user’s body. When using the RGBD images, landmarks could be provided to the user’s body
about 2.6 times as much as using RGB images. There should always be a user, and there was a problem
in that 3D landmarks were extracted even when there is no user. An error in 3D landmarks occurred
when the user’s body was covered by another body.

Further work is needed to improve the problem that 3D landmarks are not extracted for the whole
user’s motion because of the unmeasured part of the user’s motion. There is a need for a method to
obtain 3D landmarks by predicting a portion not measured by one LiDAR and RGB camera. There is a
need for a method for generating a 3D model using the measured 3D point cloud and RGB image of
the user’s motion and for extracting 3D landmarks using the generated 3D model. There is a need for a
way to compare user’s motions using 3D landmarks. In the process of comparing the user’s motion,
a method of normalizing 3D landmarks when the user’s body size is different is required.
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